PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain employment with an electronics manufacturing company that can utilize acquired knowledge and experience with a potential for growth.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Solder Technician II
ABC Corporation - September 2011 – November 2014

Responsibilities:
- Built multi-level box build assemblies.
- Included prepping parts, soldering, wiring, mechanical, and labeling units.
- Soldered thru-hole and surface mount components on PCBs.
- Prepped parts, masks, and label boards.
- Set up and break down of line.
- Performed light rework both thru-hole and surface mount Soldered with ROHS, no clean and lead solder assemblies.
- Inspected mechanical and visual parts with a microscope, high gage mechanical and digital (h14-2), caliper, and micro torque tester to assure rotational perform.

Solder Technician
Delta Corporation - 2010 – 2011

Responsibilities:
- Soldering surface mount per J-STD-001 standards.
- Responsible for assembling and bonding of devices.
- Completes daily tasks using electronic work instructions and diagrams.
- Performs assembly operations on electronic circuit boards in an electro static discharge environment.
- Solder using microscopes for new project, which required fine-pitch capability.
- Production Solderer Production electronic component assembly.
- Test and engineering PCB rework.

Education

Diploma in Medical Transcription in Medical Transcription - 2001(Institute of Legal and Medical Transcription - Melbourne, FL)